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Do your own research.

Don’t believe everything

you hear from the

Government and the

mainstream media.

Question everything,

especially when it

comes to your climate.

If you can get a bank

loan or mortgage for 25

years then clearly the

world isn’t going to end

until at least then.

Off thecharts
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BUYFROMLADA4X4.CO.UK - PRODUCTIONENDS IN ‘23

Final editions available now from the UK's most established new Lada specialist. Permanent four wheel
drive, hi/lo gears, diff lock, left hand drive only. CL C P UC . .
Base model he most utilitarian version teel wheels, no air conditioning but with electric windows.

. litre four cylinder petrol engine speed gearbo low ratio gear setting differential locking system
approved for use on UK roads , including on the road e n addition to base model

lloy wheels, electric windows and mirrors, tinted glass, air conditioning, heated seats. , including
on the road Urban n addition to e model oulded body colour bumpers. , including

on the road. mages credit vtova

WWW.LADA4X4.CO.UK -02034893796 - 07740796662
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No price, no picture of the installation and the range is in kilometres, It’s
not too late for BMW to reconsider this idiotic, virtue signalling mini classic.

Free Car Mag deconstructs what the Germans said...

Electricityminis

amini
misadventure
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It’s not too late for BMW to reconsider this
idiotic, virtue signalling mini mistake. Free Car
Mag deconstructs what the Germans

said…Our comments are in italic bold type.
Originating from a dedicated team at MINI Plant

Oxford, sustainable driving is now being created in
a classic car. An electric motor for the original Mini
combines tradition with pioneering technology – all
in the spirit of circular economy.

Ahh the circular economy, this is an idea
which originates with the World Economic
Forum, ‘The Circular Cars Initiative (CCI) is a
private/public sector collaboration focused on
leveraging new technologies and business
models to align the automotive industry with a
1.5C climate scenario.’

‘Inefficient utilization of cars is also a
problem. Privately-owned vehicles are only in
use about 5% of the time, and even then, they
tend to operate at low passenger capacity’

Translated The World Economic Forum want
more complicated unaffordable cars and would
prefer it if you didn’t drive so much and shared
a bus. So for the circular economy to work it
would need more electric minis. This would
take what are still buyable first classics, out of
the market and only letting those who can pay
an inflated price (whatever that will be) for a
vehicle they won’t use much.

If Alec Issigonis could design the classic Mini
again today, the iconic small car would have an
electric motor. The original launched in 1959,
created during an oil crisis and based on the idea
of saving fuel and transporting four occupants and
their luggage in the smallest possible footprint.
Today, MINI remains connected to the design
principles of Issigonis with its creative use of space
and driving fun. The MINI Recharged project is an
opportunity to continue telling the story of the

classic Mini in the 21st century, in a sustainable
way.

Issigonis was a very intelligent man. He
would have seen through the electricity car
scam. The environmentally unfriendliness of
mining batteries and the poor energy density of
the system would have him questioning such a
system. Going back to the projects like the 9X
prototype, he considered different means of
propulsion including steam. The mini was
designed as a car for the people and whatever
price BMW end up selling it for this it is going
to be too high, especially for the minimum wage
worker who needs to reach their 5am shift,
because there isn’t a bus or train.

The electric conversion of classic Minis
combines traditional values with future- oriented
technology. The idea was born even before the
brand had the MINI Electric on offer (electricity
consumption combined:17.6 – 15.2 kWh/100 km
according to WLTP; CO2 emissions combined: 0 g/
km.). A one-off, classic Mini Electric was built in
2018 and presented at the New York Auto Show.
The reactions were so positive that a dedicated
team from MINI Plant Oxford set to work and
developed the plan to make a corresponding offer
available to customers who own a classic Mini.

To experience traditional go-kart handling with
an emission-free drivetrain, the original petrol
engine of the classic Mini is replaced by a modern
electric drive. During the conversion, MINI
Recharged makes reversible changes to the
substance of the vehicle. Careful handling of the
car’s historical heritage is an important part of the
concept. This makes it possible to restore the
classic Mini to its original condition at a later date.
During the conversion, the original engine of each
vehicle is marked and stored so it can be reused in
the event of a future retrofit of the classic Mini.
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That’s very nice of them, but it will only be a
classic when it is in original condition.

Bernd Körber, Head of the MINI Brand said,
“What the project team are developing preserves
the character of the classic Mini and enables its
fans to enjoy all-electric performance. With MINI
Recharged, we are connecting the past with the
future of the brand.

The MINI Recharged project means a vehicle’s
life can be extended in a sustainable way. A classic
Mini can now be given a new lease of life,
accompanying its owner into the future, whilst
maintaining its much-loved heritage. The drive is a
modern electric motor that generates a continuous
output of up to 90 kW and accelerates the electrified
classic Mini from ero to 100 km/h in approximately
nine seconds. The energy is supplied by a high-
voltage battery, which can be charged with an
output of up to 6.6 kW and enables a predicted
range of around 160 kilometers. In addition, every
electrified classic Mini from MINI Recharged
receives the characteristic central instrument
cluster, which now displays the drive temperature,
the selected gear, range and speed.

That is quick enough (an 850cc mini would
struggle to 60mph in 30 seconds) and
presumably the brakes will be upgraded to
cope. It is interesting that the projected range is
published in kilometres. That 160 converts to
pretty much 100 miles. Many might argue that is
more than enough, but an old 850cc mini would
do around 40mpg and that tiny five and half
gallon tank would in theory do a comfy couple
of hundred miles before needing a refill. That
will take maybe 5 minutes tops. And the
Recharged electricity one will involve a rather
longer stop. Maybe that doesn’t matter because
it is unlikely to be used like a real car.

MINI Recharged fans gain a whole new driving
experience; a silent drivetrain with instant
acceleration and the ability to enter the electric or
low-emission driving ones of many large cities,
otherwise inaccessible with a combustion engine.
or example, the electric classic Mini can drive in

Oxford Street or Piccadilly Circus in London,
without the driver having to pay congestion charge.
In addition, the classic conversion does not need a
new registration.

MINI Recharged fits seamlessly into the brand’s
future strategy, which also includes the aspect of
circular economy. or this project, no new vehicles
are being produced, instead they are being created
from much-loved, existing cars. It allows a classic
Mini to begin a second, more sustainable life.
Today, one in five new MINI models has an
electrified drive. Now, the MINI Recharged project
will allow the brand’s classic vehicles to become an
experience of the future, whilst still bringing joy from
the past.

The fact that the original mini has survived
so long, although inevitably there will be rust, is
proof that a genuine petrol powered old car is
the most environmentally responsible way to
run any vehicle. This is Classic Bangernomics.

The bespoke upcycling of the classic Mini is
carried out exclusively in the nited Kingdom. Each
converted vehicle is given an individual number,
making it uni ue.

Yes they will be unique, but ‘upcycled’ is
taking it a bit too far. The motor might be
durable, but the battery system will always have
a finite life.

Sebastian Beuchel, Head of MINI lobal Brand
Management said, “Individuality also plays an
important role with MINI Recharged. ni ue classic
Mini models have always been created, including
true works of art on wheels. That’s why future
collaborations are also planned as part of the MINI
Recharged programme, allowing well-known artists
to express their creativity with specially designed
classic Mini models.

Artists. Issigonis and John Cooper were the
only true artists involved with the mini and
indeed they were genius level.

Free Car Mag reserves final judgement until
we know the price and maybe have a drive. If
that includes restoration it isn’t going to be
£9999.
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Essentially this isn’t a bird, or a plane, it’s a people
carrier....At best it is a minibus, but you have to take
turns driving and we are supposed to take this
seriously, in 2030 you will fly nowhere, ever again....

Read the sales pitch....

DystopianDriving

I’mMandy
Driveme...
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In the future there could be a new type of car for the
many people who don’t want to be close to hundreds of
people in airports and aircraft cabins, and who don’t

want to travel by the most environmentally damaging form
of transport: the short-haul flight.

Conceived by Car Design Research (CDR — a UK
based agency that has worked for the Design Groups of 11
of the world’s top 20 car companies over the last twenty
years) during lock-down last year, Budget Ai i e is a
concept for a new type of car design that would produce
only 2% of the emissions per passenger compared to a
short-haul flight.

Budget Ai i e would uniquely have spacious
seating for six adults with their cabin baggage close to
hand, electric power developed for long-distance cruising
(rather than high performance), and a design focussed on
aerodynamics and shared access. In combination these
make a design that could realise a totally new way to
comfortably and efficiently travel from city to city, and that
sits in a ‘white space’ — is conceptually distinct from other
cars.

The core concept for Budget Ai i e was
developed closely with CDR design associates Yichen Shu in
China and Aditya Jangid in India, both of whom then
designed subtly different exterior design themes, and
illustrated how the car might be offered as an alternative to
flying by today’s budget airline brands.

Today cars are evolving in their design far slower
than the changes in the lives and sensibilities of the people
who use them, or the technologies that enable them. Yet,
if embraced, these changes could unlock the potential for
truly new types of cars designed for life in the mid-21st

century — just as Budget Ai i e is. +More Deta
Short-haul flights are the most common form of air-

travel, in Europe they account for 80% of all flights. Yet they
produce more CO2 emissions than any other form of
passenger transportation: c.250 CO2g/km per person. This
is 25% more emissions than long haul flights (they use a

disproportionate amount of fuel at take-off and landing),
twice that of a single occupancy modern conventionally
fuelled compact car (like a Volkswagen Golf 1.5TSI that
produces 122 CO2g/km), and five times more than an
electric train or single occupancy compact electric car (such
as a Nissan Leaf) in Europe.

Because electricity generation continues to get
greener — many electric cars in Europe will produce only
CO2 30g/km by 2030 — CDR realised that if one efficient
electric car carried six passengers (currently there are no
electric cars with seats with space for six adults) there
would be about 5 CO2 g/km produced per person. And this
would likely be a modest target if the car was dedicated in
design and engineering to being efficient, unlike today’s
performance orientated electric crossovers. To travel with
emissions of 5 CO2 g/km per person would be game-
changing: to only have 2% — one fiftieth! — of the CO2

emissions per person per kilometre of today’s short-haul
flights would make a huge difference, and have potentially
very significant market appeal too. An individual person
could make 50 car journeys for the same environmental
burden as one aircraft journey of the same distance.

The electric power-train would be developed for
long-distance mid-speed cruising, rather than high
performance, and the design would unprecedentedly
prioritise aerodynamics. A length of 5 metres would make
Budget Ai i e as long as the Tesla odel , Nio ES8 or
Volvo C 0, but its 1.8 metre width and 1.5 metre height
would give it c.20% less frontal area which, along with a
more slippery shape / lower drag coefficient, would make it
markedly more aerodynamic and thus more energy
efficient.

assengers would share the driving, with good
driving incentivised by the shared-economy digital
platform that they access the service through (akin to eBay,
Airbnb, and other shared service platforms). A suite of
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) would aid
safety, ultimately fully autonomous drive would also.
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up with totalitarian
Search engine....
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Volvo Cars will be the first car maker to directly
integrate its cars with Google Assistant-enabled
devices, a step in the continued partnership

between Volvo Cars and Google
his planned direct integration allows or the most

seamless connection between Google Assistant and cars
to date, letting Volvo Cars customers control unctions in
their car by issuing voice commands to Google Assistant-
enabled home and mobile devices y pairing their Volvo
car with their Google account, customers can directly talk
to Google in their car and remotely control a variety o
unctionalities, such as warming it up on a cold winter day
or locking the car

he integration with Google Assistant re ects
Volvo Cars ambition to provide its customers with
convenience and peace o mind, and the list o available
commands will continue to grow in the uture

ith this integration, users can receive
in ormation related to their car remotely at any time
lanned uture unctionalities include charging

scheduling, which allows customers to set specific times
when they want their car to start charging, and more

Volvo Car Group was first to introduce Google
technology and services in our cars, and we are now
looking to be the first to integrate ully with Google
Assistant-enabled devices it is a natural ne t step in our
partnership with Google, said enrik Green, Chie
roduct ficer at Volvo Cars his integration allows us

to improve the customer e perience immensely, because
it gives customers the possibility to easily and securely
manage their car while at home or on the go, through any
personal device that has Google Assistant

Volvo Cars also aims or the integration o its cars

with Google Assistant to support the company s ongoing
move towards ull electrification As a result, it aims to
introduce eatures that can help customers reach the ull
carbon emission-reducing potential in their pure electric
Volvo cars

n the uture, Volvo Cars aims to make the
charging e perience as convenient as it is productive

or more sensitive commands such as
unlocking the car a two- actor authentication process
ensures that only the right people can hear or access the
right in ormation at the right time

he unctionality will be gradually made available
in the coming months to all Volvo drivers with an
in otainment system powered by Android that is
connected to their Volvo Cars app and a Google
Assistant-enabled device, and in select areas where
Google Assistant is available

Trouble is Google just happe s to be il despite
what their first mission statement suggested
Google pies o us, well obviously they do, that s how
they know so much and then og everything they know to
the highest bidder, hey work with the C A you know
Google o ges Ta by coming to agreement with

C and sending money to ta shelters like ermuda,
which is great isn t it
Google i les ith sear h results iased to re ect
their own le t leaning political agenda ry it hey also
censor websites which do not meet its guidelines
Google pe alises s all busi esses by dominating the
search marketplace and e torting money via their
algorithm codenamed pengiun and panda that demotes
small businesses, so they have to pay or Adwords
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Hyundai Motor’s Vision of New Metamobility Concept,
‘Expanding Human Reach’ through Robotics & Metaverse

Which features no cars in the street scenes, just sinister pods and
robot dogs. Here is what’s going to happen to us if we let them

get away with it...

DystopianDriving

RobotBores
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RobotBores
Under the main theme of ‘Expanding Human

Reach , Hyundai Motor’s presentations reflected
how the company’s robotics business will drive the

paradigm shift towards future mobility, going beyond the
traditional means of transportation to fulfill unlimited
freedom of movement for humankind.

Robotics is an essential part of Hyundai Motor’s
transformation into a smart mobility solution provider.
Having acquired Boston Dynamics, an innovator in the
field, Hyundai Motor has sharpened its focus on
advancing robotics to enhance people’s lives through a
range of mobility solutions. The company sees robotics
and mobility as complementary in that one accelerates
development of the other, and vice versa. Together, they
form a synergistic combination that will add value to the
business and drive progress for humanity, starting with a
robotics-based Mobility of Things (MoT) ecosystem.

In support of its future vision for robotics and
mobility, the company revealed its new concept of
‘Metamobility’, with the goal of pioneering a smart device-
metaverse connection that will expand the role of mobility
to virtual reality (VR), ultimately allowing people to
overcome the physical limitations of movement in time
and space. Hyundai Motor also shared its vision of how
robots will act as a medium between the real world and
virtual spaces, enabling users to make changes in the
metaverse to be reflected in reality.

The company envisions that the distinctions
between future mobilities will be blurred through the
further development of robotics technology, such as AI
and autonomous driving. Diverse mobilities, including

automobiles and Urban Air Mobility (UAM) will also serve
as smart devices for access to the metaverse platform.
At Hyundai, we are harnessing the power of robotics to
achieve great things. We envision future mobility
solutions made possible by advanced robotics — even
expanding our mobility solutions to Metamobility,” said
Euisun Chung, the Group’s Executive Chair, during his
presentation. “This vision will enable unlimited freedom of
movement and progress for humanity.”

Connecting real-world movement wit t e
metaver e via ro ot and etamo ilit

During Hyundai Motors’ CES presentation,
Hyundai Motor Group President and Head of
Transportation-as-a-Service (TaaS) Division Chang Song
and Microsoft Corporate Vice President Ulrich Homann
joined Boston Dynamics’ Marc Raibert to discuss the
metaverse and Metamobility.

With the metaverse set to become a daily space
for people in the future, the company expects the
possible emergence of a new type of metaverse platform
in which the distinction from reality could disappear,
breaking away from the concept of VR as the world
knows it today.

Hyundai Motor expects that mobilities, such as
automobiles and UAM, will serve as smart devices to
access virtual spaces, while robotics will act as a medium
to connect the virtual and real worlds. For example, an
automobile that connects to virtual spaces can allow
users to enjoy various in-car VR experiences. Depending
on the user’s needs, a car can be transformed into an
entertainment space, a meeting room for work or even a
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3D video game platform
Unlike the current incarnation of VR where user

experiences are not reflected in the real world due to
technological limitations, future metaverse users will be
able to affect changes in the real world through robotics
and digital twin technology, a virtual representation of a
physical object, plac or process that will be made
possible by further advancements in sensors and
actuators.

For example, when a user accesses a digital twin
of their home in the metaverse while away from their
physical home, they will be able to feed and hug a pet in
Korea through the use of an avatar robot. This will allow
users to enjoy real world experiences through VR.

Through Metamobility, robots will help people
overcome the physical limitations of time and space,
providing a means for connecting and interacting in the
metaverse. Hyundai Motor envisions a metaverse using
robots as a medium between the real and virtual worlds,
enabling people to actually change and transform things
in the real world through a metaverse and robot
connection.

This metaverse-robot connection will allow the user
to guide a robot in the real world, such as in a smart
factory. This will enable a next-generation digital model
for plant management and manufacturing by enabling
remote specialists to connect to all machines and assets

within the factory, and perform remote tasks through a
direct physical connection using robots and VR. For
example, a worker would interact with a robotic avatar in
the metaverse via VR interface and hand controls to
manipulate things in the real world using a proxy robot at
the remote work site.

“The idea behind Metamobility is that space, time
and distance will all become irrelevant. By connecting
robots to the metaverse, we will be able to move freely
between both the real world and virtual reality,” Song
said. “Going one step further from the immersive ‘be
there’ proxy experience that the metaverse provides,
robots will become an extension of our own physical
senses, allowing us to reshape and enrich our daily lives
with Metamobility.”

Ulrich Homann, Corporate Vice President and
Distinguished Architect Cloud+AI at Microsoft added
how Microsoft helps unlock metaverse experiences: “As
virtual and physical environments merge, Microsoft is
bringing people, places and things together with the
digital world. Across the Microsoft Cloud, from A ure IoT
to A ure Digital Twins, Dynamics 3 5 Connected
Spaces and Microsoft Mesh, we’re building a metaverse
platform for organi ations, enabling a new perspective
on the way how people move and interact in physical
spaces like factories.”

THERE IS M RE BUT I HAD T ST P...R
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It’s OK there are dogs and cars in the future...
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Hagerty UK investigation into the introduction of E10 fuel has
highlighted the risks it poses to hundreds of thousands of owners of

classic cars, modern cars and motorcycles alike.

PorscheApp

Scroll
your
Porker



Scroll
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Porker

Remember when you used to heel and toe? Simply scroll...
Good luck reading this ...

Porsche has revamped its digital services for
smartphones and combined the functions for
multiple apps: the My Porsche app will be

customers’ central interface with the car and brand.
It will take over the functions of My Porsche
Essentials, Connect App and Car Connect App.
ver the coming months, additional apps such as

the Por sche Charging and Porsche ood to
know apps will also be integrated. Combining the
full range of services and information in a single
app will simplify use for customers and create a
practical point of access to the digital world of
Porsche through a modern user interface.My
Porsche will become a versatile tool for every one
of the sports car manufacturer’s drivers. he app is
compatible with Porsche vehicles from the
model year on wards. If there is a connection
between the smartphone and the Porsche model,
the app displays important vehicle parameters and
can be used as a remote control for selected
functions. It also supports the driver with charging
processes, contacting their dealer, booking service
appointments and with uestions about the
vehicle.The My Porsche app connects the
smartphone to the veh c e As the central interface
between each Porsche driver and their vehicle, the
My Porsche app offers a wide range of functions for
Porsche models with conventional powertrains as
well as hybrids and all electric sports cars from
showing the current levels of uids to starting a
charging process. hen the My Porsche app is
connected to a vehicle, it informs the customer
about the car’s status. It knows the fuel or charge
level, the cur rent mileage, its location and can

show statistics from past trips or the settings of the
tracking system. If the vehicle une pectedly

moves or drives faster than the ap plicable speed
limit, the app alerts the user with a push noti cation.
It can also lock and unlock the Porsche and control
the air conditioning system and au iliary heating in
battery powered vehicles. hrough the app,
customers have access to digital operating manuals
and supporting videos. he My Porsche app also
offers comprehensive networking. It connects
accounts of treaming providers and Calendars
with the corresponding apps in the vehicle. It also
simpli es navigation by synchronising destinations
and points of interest between the smartphone and
Porsche Communication Management PCM
system. onnecte th c rrent an o er
Porsche mo e s he My Porsche app is available
in countries and languages for Apple i
i and later and smartphones with Android
operating systems Android and later . Customers
can sign in with their Porsche I or register directly
in the app. unctions that access the vehicle are
available for all current models and many older
ones too: Porsche o ster, Cayman from
the model year Porsche from the
model year Porsche Panamera from the
model year Porsche Macan from the model
year Porsche Cayenne from the model year
Porsche aycan he scope of functions can vary
depending on the model, model year and country
availability. he app can be downloaded for free
from the Apple App tore and the oogle Play tore
and will be continually e panded and optimised.
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Dirty Dacia

It’s a joke, but makes a seriously sad point
about our relationship with SUVs

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Marketing Mud
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Dacia, the UK’s leading value-for-money car brand,
announces the launch of the Dacia ‘Adventure Ready’
Mud Wash* for all 4x4 owners. Reimagining the car wash,

the first-of-its-kind free service will swap suds for mud to get the
nation in the mood for a year of adventures in 2022, as almost a
quarter of Brits (22 per cent) admit to washing their car once a
week. The launch comes after new research reveals that 4 in ten
(40 per cent) of 4x4 drivers have never taken their car off road,
while a further fifth (19 per cent) admit they’ve never even
driven their 4x4 down a dirt track.Researchers polled 1,000 city-
dwelling 4x4 owners and discovered they've hardly got their
wheels muddy. According to the survey, over a third (67 per
cent) said the closest owners of off-road vehicles have come to
tackling "challenging terrain" is negotiating the speed bumps on
the school run. 17 per cent of those polled also said they wished
they could be more adventurous with their 4x4, with one in ten
(13 per cent) saying their family isn’t very adventurous.Luke
Broad, Brand Director for Dacia and re and co ents
“Our ‘Adventure Ready’ Mud Wash is about setting car buyers up
for a year of adventure and embracing all that comes with it. The
Dacia Duster is the perfect all-terrain vehicle to get Brits out into
our fantastic countryside more often. For those feeling like their
4x4 is more at home on the school run than a mud run, the Mud
Wash aims to inspire them to swap the telly for wellies and get off
the beaten track this year!” Available at Dacia’s London West
showroom on Tuesday 18th January from 11am – 2pm, Dacia’s
anti-clean team will liberally and skilfully apply mud to vehicles,
covering the lower body and wheel arches. After your specialist
mud wash, the team will ensure that you are not only adventure

ready, but road ready to safely navigate whatever adventures are
coming your way. The result – immediate bragging rights as
friends ask what you have been doing over the weekend! The
Mud Wash will be available via pre-booked appointments only at
Dacia London West. To book a first come-first serve appointment,
please visit www.dacia.co.uk/adventure-ready by 12th January.All
is not lost for thrill-seeking families. When asked what activities
4x4 owners would like to try in the New Year, nearly half (46 per
cent) would like to go on a road trip, with seaside adventures (42
per cent) and countryside drives (37 per cent) proving the most
popular. With this in mind, Dacia has created the ultimate ‘Mucket
List’ to further encourage families to embrace adventure this year.
Consisting of outdoor activities, road-trips and fun things to do; it’s
the perfect on-the-road companion**.Being outdoors, going on
adventures and embracing the mud represents Dacia’s closeness
to nature. t is a powerful reference to a terrain where Dacia
vehicles, like the iconic Duster, come into their own. The New
Dacia Duster is a family U with a trailbla ing spirit. The model
delivers the robustness and comfort for which it is famous for and
has been updated with refreshed design elements, advanced
features and technology. As versatile as ever, the New Duster is
available in two-wheel drive and four-wheel-drive versions. With
high ground clearance and four-wheel-drive versions offering a
4x4 Monitor, it means the Duster truly is at home on both the road
and off the beaten track. Available from 14,2 on the road, the
New Dacia Duster is the perfect example of delivering the best-
value-for-money without compromising on uality. ince 201 , the
Duster has sold more than 1. million vehicles and is recognised
as urope’s most popular U for retail sales.

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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MuddyMarketing

It’s a joke, but makes a seriously sad point

DACIA’S MUC IS

1. Wild Camping in Dartmoor, Devon
2. icnic in the eak District
3. cavenger hunt at Formby Beach
4. Family trek in Northumberland
. ea kayaking in North Wales

6. BB with the family on t ves Beach
7. Bike ride in Norwich
8. Wild swimming in the Lake District
. Learn to surf at Fistral Beach

10. xplore the historical Lochs of arry and tenness

www.dacia.co.uk/adventure-ready
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Exciting news from the world’s leading Mazda MX-5
tuning specialist - BBR. Famed for its high-performance
upgrades, throughout 2021 BBR has been working with

Rotrex Superchargers to develop forthcoming upgrades for
the majority of Mazda MX-5 NA, NB and ND models.

In parallel UK based aftermarket tuner Corten Miller
approached BBR to collaborate on the commercialisation of
its own well proven and engineered Mazda MX-5 NC Rotrex
conversion. By this stage in their own development of a
Rotrex supercharger upgrade for the NC model BBR’s
technicians had concluded that the confined nature of the
standard MX-5 NC engine bay, plus a desire to avoid
repositioning the battery to the boot or having to remove the
air-conditioning dictated that there was a single ideal location
for the supercharger and its drive system – that of the Corten
Miller solution.

Eager to avoid imitation, a collaboration was a logical
next step and ultimately BBR has obtained the complete
rights to production, commercialisation (and further
development) of the existing Corten Miller supercharger
upgrade package. This has negated the critical need for 12-18
months of hardware/software development and validation that
is typically required before bringing a conversion to the retail
market.Aside from the significant performance upgrade, the
BBR Stage One / Two Supercharger packages include
significant electronic enhancements such as launch control,
flat shift, switchable engine maps and auto-downshift throttle

blipping.
BBR Mazda MX-5 Stage One Supercharger Conversion
Details Performance: 25 B P 2 ft l - MP 5
seconds The BBR Stage One supercharger conversion is
available now for all 1.8 and 2.0-litre 2005-2015 Mazda MX-5
(NC) models, priced from £4995.00 on a ‘drive-in, drive-out’
basis from BBR’s Brackley based headquarters, including a
12-month warranty. The DIY version, intended for export
markets and for competent mechanics, is also available now
as ‘hardware only’ for £4095.00 including comprehensive
instructions and technical support. The addition of optional
BBR software with either EcuTek ProEcu or ECU Connect
programming raises this price to £4590.00.
BBR Mazda MX-5 Stage o Supercharger Conversion
Details Performance: B P 22 l ft - MP
seconds The BBR Stage Two supercharger conversion is
available now for all 1.8 and 2.0-litre 2005-2015 Mazda MX-5
(NC) models, priced from £5995.00 on a ‘drive-in, drive-out’
basis from BBR’s Brackley based headquarters, including a
12-month warranty. The DIY version, intended for export
markets and for competent mechanics, is also available now
as ‘hardware only’ for £4795.00 including comprehensive
instructions and technical support. The addition of optional
BBR software with either EcuTek ProEcu or ECU Connect
programming raises this price to £5290.00.
For comprehensive additional information please visit
m 5supercharger co u

Legendary Tuners BBR are back with a cracker of package for your Mazda.
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Electricity Cars don’t
impress buyers
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The UKʼs biggest oil companies raked in £10.2bn in
just 3 months last year. Shockingly the two rms
ha e had £ 0m in ta credit handouts in the last
e years too

“It will nauseate millions of drivers, fleeced at the pumps by the
current unscrupulous fuel supply chain’s unchecked eye
watering pump prices, to see Shell and BP rub even more
fiscal salt into consumers’ skyrocketing 'cost of livings'. The
world’s already highest taxed drivers are being exploited yet
again not just by these avaricious oil corporations, but also by
our selfish Government that allows this perennial pump pricing
rip-off, to continue. The Treasury is, of course, relishing the
huge windfall VAT receipts generated by Shell and BP's high
pump prices. The foul stench of corporate greed, lingers
stubbornly over hard-pressed motorists still treated relentlessly
as the easiest of cash cows by politicos and profit-making
concerns.” Howard Cox, Founder of the FairFuelUK
Campaign. Everyone knows unchecked mystical
pump pricing is a perennial problem, except of course,
the Treasury.
FairFuelUK, and the APP for Fair Fuel for

otorists and auliers calls for the long asked for
Pump atch to be implemented. An ndependent Pump
Price onitoring ody to protect onsumers. from
greedy oil rms and wholesalers.

Even allowing for market increases in margins and
distribution costs, the world’s highest taxed drivers
are paying up to 10 pence more than is honest.
That money is helping to elevate BP and hell s
already huge pro ts even further.

9 out of 10 FairFuelUK’s 1.7m supporters want
such an impartial body created, just like our
consumer watchdogs Ofgem, Ofcom and Ofwat, to
protect drivers every time they fill up, as and when
oil prices vary.

Even President Biden’s administration suspects
foul play in the US fuel supply chain may be driving
up the price of petrol. He has called on the Federal
Trade Commission, something akin to our impotent
Competition and Markets Authority, to look into
whether illegal conduct is driving up the cost of
pump prices. Just like here in the UK, Americans
are seeing rising costs, from prices at the pump to
shopping at grocery stores. FairFuelUK Calls on
the Government to commission the CMA to do the
same type of inquiry here in the UK.

◦ Greedy oil companies and the complete UK fuel
supply chain must explain how they price petrol.
diesel, heating fuel etc as and when oil prices
change.

Shell & BP profit as
motorists struggle
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CAR26.Org boss Lois Perry has slammed PM Boris
Johnson’s enslavement to Green Technocratic
Billionaires.

“Like a fawning, eager-to-please Maitre D’, Boris has
stopped being a Leader, but instead gone full surrender to
Technocratic Green Elites wanting to enrich themselves at
the expense of Britons with their villainous green
masterplan and an insane scientifically-flawed quest
towards a Carbon Net-Zero – as if going Zero Carbon
were a spiritual mission towards some sort of mystical
Holy Grail.”

“The Agenda has been fuelled by the waves of
propaganda from the likes of Sir David Attenborough, who
for years has used BBC licence-fee payer funded feature
film budgets to front nature documentaries designed to
brainwash humans that they are the scourge of the world
like locusts and that CO2 is the enemy, when in actual fact
CO2 an absolute essential for Human and Plant Life.”

Miss Perry says that “Boris Johnson’s slavishness
to the Green Dogma is a serious concern for his future
viability as Prime Minister. Boris never used to believe this
stuff, so what’s changed? Is he taking instructions from
his young bride, or is he aiming to ingratiate himself with
those same elites who so despised Brexit?”

“Liz Truss is Climate Sensible rather than Climate
Hysterical,” she says. Her 2012 book, co-authored with
Kwasi Kwarteng, Priti Patel and Dominic aab, Britannia
Unchained’, took a swipe at government-subsidised green
technology.

“Someone seems to have captured Boris and forced
him down a path of self-destruction. He has gone
hardcore watermelon – green on the outside, red on the

inside. Such a sad fate for the past hero of millions for
making Brexit happen, what a shame.”

“If he doesn’t wake up fast in 2022, he will live
to regret the day he took his party and ultimately the
country down this line.”

“Maybe it was the glory of hosting the global
COP2 Conference that went to his head led by cultist
Alok Sharma?”

“The grassroots green movement in Britain has
received a bit of funding and foolishly done the dirty
work for the elite green billionaire machine who have
appropriated the hipster green space to push their
hugely profitable green agenda for money and control.”

“Next we’ll start seeing Climate Passports and
Climate Lockdowns as part of the evangelical death
cult approach to stave off Armageddon. Just what
exactly was Sir Patrick Vallance doing parading around
at COP2 and comparing Climate to Covid? Certainly
there’s some scary joined-up-thinking at work.”

“Ultimately, England is a thorn in the side of the
agenda to convince Brits to surrender to the algorithm
and go with the fake narrative that carbon is bad for
humans and bad for the planet. It’s just not happening.”

“Boris needs to play serious catchup, or face the
same fate as Sir John Major, because of this costly and
futile green dogma. ake up Boris ”.

“My sincere hope for 2022 is that England not
China continues to rule the waves and reverses these
suicidal policies – banishing them to the scrapyard of
stupid ideas and scams where they belong – and
unleashes the potential of a post-Brexit independent
smarter Britain.”



‘The Circular Cars Initiative (CCI) is a private/public sector collaboration 
focused on leveraging new technologies and business models to align the 
automotive industry with a 1.5C climate scenario.’

‘Inefficient utilization of cars is also a problem. Privately-owned vehicles 
are only in use about 5% of the time, and even then, they tend to operate 
at low passenger capacity’ 

The World Economic Forum want more complicated unaffordable cars and 
would prefer it if you didn’t drive so much and shared a bus.
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INSPIRED BY EVOQUE
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%FTQJUF BQQFBSBODFT JU JTOˏU B GBDU BOETUBU CBTFE IJTUPSZ PG UIF CPYZ #FSUPOFEFTJHOFE WFSTJPO PG UIF #SJUJTI -FZMBOE.JOJ� 5IF BVUIPS 'SBOL ,JSUMFZ EPFT LOPXIJT DBST CVU OPU UP UIF FYUFOU UIBU JU XPVMECPSF TPNFPOF XIP XBTOˏU JOUP WFIJDMFT�5IFCPPL JUTFMG MPPLT HSFBU PO ZPVS CFETJEFUBCMF OPU MFBTU CFDBVTF UIF DPWFS GFBUVSFT BQFSJPE 	����T
 %VUDI SFHJTUFSFE *OOPDFOUJ��� XJUI B NPPO SPPG BOE BEEFE XJOHEBNBHF QJDUVSFE PO B EVTUZ &VSPQFBONPVOUBJO QBTT� 5IJT TVHHFTUT BT ZPV SFBE BGFX DIBQUFST JO UIBU UIF TUPSZ JOTJEF NBZXFMM CF ˎCBTFE PO B GBJSMZ USVF TUPSZ �ˏ %SJWJOHBSPVOE 4QBJO BOE 'SBODF JO B CPYZ NJOJXIJMTU JOWPMWFE JO B DPME XBS TQZ QMPU JT BNBTTJWF QMVT QPJOU� *U JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSEUIFSF BSF TPNF UXJTUT CVU JU JT EFMJHIUGVM UPCF BCMF UP HFU JOUP UIF CBDL TFBU PG UIF *OOJBOE HP BMPOH GPS UIF XJME SJEF�
IUUQT���XXX�TNBTIXPSET�DPN�CPPLT�

5IJT JT UIF OPU RVJUF EFOJUJWF IJTUPSZ PGIPX QBSLJOH CFDBNF BO JOEVTUSZHPWFSONFOUT PWFSUBYFENPUPSJTUTDBSNBLFST MJFE BCPVU IPX TBGF BOEFOWJSPONFOUBMMZ GSJFOEMZ UIFZ XFSF BOEUFTUFE UIFJS FNJTTJPOT PONPOLFZT BOEIVNBOT� "MTP XIZ SPCPU DBST BSF TPEBOHFSPVT BOE FMFDUSJD DBST BSF OPU UIFBOTXFS� "MTP XIP JT CFIJOE UIF POHPJOHQMBO UP %FNPUPSJ[F UIF XPSME� 1SJOUFE JO���� JU QSFEJDUFE UIF GVUVSF XJUI UFSSJGZJOHBDDVSBDZ�#VZ JU CFGPSF JU HFUT CBOOFE� /PXVQEBUFE XJUI B $IBQUFS BMM BCPVU XIBUIBQQFOFE SFDFOUMZ JO ���� UP TDSFX UIFBWFSBHF NPUPSJTU� #BOHFSOPNJDT #PPLTBWBJMBCMF BMTP BT 1%'T UP EPXOMPBE BUXXX�CBOHFSOPNJDT�DPNA

FCMBookClub

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends. We would
encourage you to go to
our related
www.bangernomics.com
Site to buy books and
things that supports
what we do. Sticking up
for the Motorist.
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FCMBookClub

Theworld of motoring is in a
desperate crisis.
Demonised, despised and

attacked from every wrong
thinking government, local
authority, pressure group and
even car manufacturers
themselves. Bangernomics is
here to bring motoring back to
the masses, saving time, money
and automotive headaches.
James Ruppert has been
banging on about this to anyone
who will listen since the 198 s
and now s uashes together the
original Bangernomics,
Bangernomics Bible and
Bangernomics Diet into one
easily digestible guide to buying
and running an older cost
e cient automobile. s our
freedoms are being crushed and
especially the right to travel it
is more important than ever to
have our own means of getting
around in an independent, safe
and truly a ordable manner.
s every right thinking

intelligent motorist knows only
Bangernomics will save the

orl .

et the digital version for 1
from...

www.bangernomics.com

hopping for cars can be a full
time ob, well it was for me
anyway. n the pre nterweb

age it meant actually going to look
at cars for sale. t meant talking to
the blokes selling the cars face to
face. ou learned loads lot doing it
that way. ith the bene t of
hindsight and a time machine,
some cars look cheap now, but
they could well have been pretty
e pensive then. ind out how got
sued by one of the stars of the
talian Job, was told o by the
Deputy rime inister, found out
what the worst car ir an Botham
ever owned was, and that time
lent my car to B ork. lus there
are e cursions around the that
includes buying a car in cotland
and posting it to to Japan. lso
looking for Bangers in orthern
reland whilst trying to avoid the
troubles. Then there is rincess
Diana s scort hia and the true
origin of the word Bangernomics.
There are op cars, rmy surplus
and even the true meaning of
motoring life

et the digital version for
from...

www.bangernomics.com

There are more books
incoming, but also some of
the greatest hits from

years or more ago. These are
printed books and there are
limited numbers available.

www.bangernomics.com
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THEULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVIDMILLOY £8.001BDLFE XJUI GBDUT USJWJB BOE TUBUJTUJDT5IF 6MUJNBUF 2VJ[ #PPLT BSF UIF RVJ[CPPLT UIBU OPU POMZ HJWFT UIF BOTXFS UPFBDI PG JUT NVMUJQMF�DIPJDF RVFTUJPOT CVUBMTP UFMMT UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE JU� 4P JG ZPVˏWFFWFS XBOUFE UP LOPX UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE BDFSUBJO DBS CFJOH NFOUJPOFE JO B /BUJPOBM4FDVSJUZ NFNP UP 1SFTJEFOU +JNNZ$BSUFS PS BCPVU B )PMMZXPPE MNTUBSˏTBQQFBSBODF JO B SPVOE PG UIF #SJUJTI4BMPPO $BS $IBNQJPOTIJQ UIFO UIF$MBTTJD $BS JT UIF CPPL GPS ZPV� *G ZPV BSFB GBO PG NPUPSTQPSU UIFO UIF '� EFMJWFSTGBTDJOBUJOH GBDUT CZ UIF IVOESFET� /PUPOMZ UIBU CZ CVZJOH UIFTF CPPL ZPVˏMM CFIFMQJOH PUIFST ˊ UIF BVUIPS XJMM EPOBUF BUMFBTU ��� PG IJT SPZBMUJFT UP DIBSJUZ�5IBUˏT BOPUIFS HSFBU SFBTPO UP CVZ OPUKVTU POF CVU CPUI UIFTF CPPLT� 'SFF $BS.BH ˎ#PPLTˏ PG UIF ZFBS�

WorldofBooks

PEUGEOT205GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEYPUBLISHING £14.99$PWFST UIF FOHJOFFSJOH BOE EFTJHOGFBUVSFT UIBU NBEF UIF ��� TP TQFDJBM�8JUIJO B TUZMJTI EFTJHO JU PFSFE B WBSJFUZPG MJWFMZ QFUSPM BOE EJFTFM FOHJOFT XIJMFUIF TVTQFOTJPO XJUI .BD1IFSTPO TUSVUTBU UIF GSPOU BOE UPSTJPO BSNT XJUI USBJMJOHBSNT BU UIF CBDL PFSFE FYDFMMFOU SJEFBOE IBOEMJOH� 4PPO UIF STU (5* WFSTJPOXBT QSPEVDFE XJUI BO FBHFS GSFF�SFWWJOH���� FOHJOF� *O ���� B ���� WFSTJPO XBTJOUSPEVDFE� %SBXJOH PO IJT QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF PG ESJWJOH B SFOPWBUFE1FVHFPU ��� (5* .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO BMTPQSPWJEFT BEWJDF PO SFTUPSBUJPO QBSUT BOEPUIFS PXOFSTIJQ UJQT�

THEMANCHESTERHEINKEL
MATTHEWCORRIGAN £8.99)FSF JT UIF GPSHPUUFO TUPSZ PG UIF POMZQMBOF UP CF TIPU EPXO PWFS (SFBUFS.BODIFTUFS JO 8PSME 8BS 5XP� 5IF)FJOLFM )F��� XBT CSPVHIU EPXO JO BEPH HIU PWFS 4UPDLQPSU JO .BZ ���� BOEUIF QMBOF MBOEFE OFBS B GBSN�"NB[JOHMZ UIF GPVS (FSNBO DSFXNFNCFSTTVSWJWFE BOE XFSF 0OF FZFXJUOFTT B MPDBMTPMJDJUPS XFOU PWFS UP UIF TJUF PG UIF DSBTIUP IFMQ BOE QVU UIF (FSNBO QJMPU VOEFSDJUJ[FOT BSSFTU� .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO IFBSE UIFTUPSZ HSPXJOH VQ BOE XBT TVSQSJTFE UIBUUIFSF XBT TP MJUUMF SFDPSET PS JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU IJT NPNFOUPVT FWFOU TP EFDJEFE UPSFTFBSDI BOE XSJUF UIJT CPPL�

OSPREY -MATTHEWCORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.950413&: �� 0WFSIFBE 4ZTUFN 1SPEVDJOH3FOFXBCMF &OFSHZ JT BO BVEBDJPVTTDIFNF UP IBSOFTT IJHI�BMUJUVEF XJOEQPXFS� *T JU B CSFBLUISPVHI JO DMFBOFOFSHZ PS B GBS�GFUDIFE GBOUBTZ EFTJHOFEUP FYUPSU NJMMJPOT 4FU JO SFDFTTJPO�IJU .BODIFTUFS 0TQSFZ JT BCSJMMJBOUMZ TBUJSJDBM OPWFM UIBU MJGUT B MJE POFWFSZUIJOH GSPN QIPOF IBDLJOH UP DMJNBUFDIBOHF IZTUFSJB� 5PQJDBM DPOUSPWFSTJBM BOEXPSSZJOHMZ CFMJFWBCMF 0413&: JT B UBMF PGQBOJD HSFFE BOE QFPQMF PO UIF NBLF�
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*O -FTTFS 4QPUUFE $MBTTJDT NPUPSJOH XSJUFS %BWJE .JMMPZ CSJFZ UFMMT UIFTUPSZ CFIJOE FBDI PG UXFOUZ�POF HSFBU DBST UIBU BSF B SBSF TJHIU PO 6,SPBET� %BWJE�T MVDJE XFMM SFTFBSDIFE UFYU JT TVQFSCMZ BDDPNQBOJFE CZCFTQPLF JMMVTUSBUJPOT ˊ POF GPS FBDI DBS � CZ 3VTTFMM 8BMMJT B QSPGFTTJPOBMJMMVTUSBUPS XIP IPMET B EFHSFF JO "VUPNPUJWF %FTJHO� *U�T GVO JOGPSNBUJWFBOE BPSEBCMF � OP DMBTTJD DBS FOUIVTJBTU� TIPVME CF XJUIPVU JU� "OE CZCVZJOH JU ZPV�MM CF IFMQJOH PUIFST� ��� PG %BWJE BOE 3VTTFMM�T SPZBMUJFTGSPN TBMFT XJMM HP UP DIBSJUZ� 5IBUˏT UIF PDJBM MJOF CVU BDUVBMMZ JU JT BMMRVJUF USVF� 5IF JMMVTUSBUJPOT NBLF JU CVU UIF DIPJDF PG DMBTTJDT JT JOTQJSFE�5IF MBOETDBQF GPSNBU JT WFSZ TBUJTGZJOH UP IPME BOE SFBE� #VZ JU�

*G ZPV MPWFE UIF 6MUJNBUF $MBTTJD $BS 2VJ[ #PPL UIFO ZPV XJMMBEPSF /VNCFS � XIJDI JT NPSF PG UIF TBNF CVU XJUI EJFSFOURVFTUJPOT BOE BOTXFST� #VZ JU� 4QBDF MFGU GPS VQDPNJOH .JMMPZ#PPLT���

FCMBookClub2

More Books by the
better half of the
Bangers and Classics
Podcast...
David Milloy. A
proportion goes to
charity which proves
what a jolly good egg
he is. Do some good
and buy some great
books.



Christmas
Podcast AlertMerry

Bangers and Classics, the brilliant mind altering Podcast featuring James Ruppert and
David Milloy explaining life, the universe and everything to do with the wonderful world
of motoring. Find out which cars are classics, bangers or both. Listen to stories you
won’t hear anywhere else. Laugh out loud at some very poor jokes, Get involved by

making suggestions for serious and not so serious discussion.
Incredibly a new episode is uploaded every single week. Don’t miss out.

www.bangersandclassics.com
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.PSF PG UIF TBNF� 5IBUˏT DBST BOENPSF DBST BOE UIF PEENPBO BCPVUUIF TUBUF PG UIFNPUPSJOH XPSME� 8FBSF WFSZ MJHIU PO EFUBJMT  CVU OPDIBOHF UIFSF UIFO BOZUIJOH ZPV UIJOLXF TIPVME CF DPWFSJOH HFU JO UPVDI BTXF BSF OPX UIF POMZ QSP�NPUPSJTU .BHJO UIF 6OJWFSTF 4FF ZPV OFYU UJNF���

FCM 105
NextTime

FREECARMAG.COM
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flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423

folding roller sliding and chain  
screens for doors and windows for home  

and business, diy kits only 
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